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Latest Report: 
 
 

Super Eye Opener: Real Stories of Great Sex 
http://superpowermedia.com/eye-opener10.html 

 

 
Click here for more details 
 
 

 In one of the stories a woman talks about meeting a guy and from her story you would 
think he was the "Greatest Sex God That Ever Existed". 

 
 BAD SEX ALERT: A woman tells a story about how she orgasmed with her ex-boyfriend 

a lot -- but NEVER with her husband. You'll want to read the 4 things the husband does 
wrong. Page 17 

 
 Story #160 is a great story because the guy is a combination of "extremely bold" + "highly 

creative". The woman said it was the BEST SEX she ever experienced! It's very possible 
he's the only guy in the history of the world to do these things to a woman he just met 
hours ago. Page 130 
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In order to understand how these 2 websites will help, it's important to know that if 
you're in a relationship or you're a single guy, it can be very useful to have a special 
"sexual swipe file". 
 
I've heard people say that every time they have sex it's amazing. 
 
And on some level, I agree. 
 
But there was a  particular relationship expert that said something to the effect of… 
 
"…in a relationship, two out of ten times, the sex 
will be below average. Six out of ten, it will be 
average. And then two times it will be amazing." 
 
I tend to agree more with this line of thinking. 
 
The ratios are going to be different for each couple, but basically, sex isn't going to be 
"super amazing" every single time…  
 
And that's because sometimes you're a bit tired… 
 
Sometimes she's tired. 
 
Sometimes she's a bit hornier than you. 
 
Sometimes your muscles/legs/abs/arms are fatigued from a workout (or strenuous 
activity). 
 
The list goes on. 
 
There are different variables. Some you can control. Some you can't. 
 
Sometimes there are uncontrollable variables working in your favor.  
 
For example, your woman on a particular day (for whatever reason) may end up reading a 
sex article where the expert advises the readers (the women) to be completely focus on 
how much the guy respects/loves her the next time she has sex.   
 
With all of that said, when it comes to "things you can control", if you want to take things 
up a notch, focus mainly on 2 things. 
 



Thing #1: Physical Pleasure: 
 

Examples: 
 
Do different things that target her clitoris - Because when she's turned on (based on 
the high concentration of nerve endings), it's highly pleasurable for her.  
 
Do different things that target her g-spot - Because when she's turned on (based on 
the high concentration of nerve endings), it's highly pleasurable for her. 
 
Do different things that keep the pleasure going - Because having sex for 5 - 20 
minute is better than having sex for 4 seconds. Even if the "4 second" version 
provided more pleasure per second.  
 
Etc. 

 
Thing #2: Emotion/Psychological Impact 
 

Examples: 
 
Do new things that have a psychological effect (Something that gets her thinking: 
"Wow! I've never done this before!! I love it!")  
 
Do things that make her feel a certain way.  
 
For example sometimes a woman will say "the sex was amazing… I felt desired." 
 
or… "the sex was amazing… he made me feel so beautiful. 
 
or… "the sex was amazing… he made me feel so loved." 

 
As guys, the same rules apply. 
 
Sex could be great because the woman felt "warm and tight" (an example of thing #1) 
 
The sex could be great because the woman was licking on your neck the entire time (an 
example of thing #1) 
 
The sex could be great because the woman seemed super naughty, enthusiastic and 
willing to do anything (an example of thing #2) 
 
Even though it's obvious, when you want to make improvements with your sexual 
performance ALWAYS start with focusing on Thing #1 and Thing #2.  
 



With that said, if you end up "trying out something that works great" (i.e. she ends up 
having a really good orgasm and/or she keeps talking about how great it was), it's wise to 
write down the details… 
 
…specifically paying attention to what you did differently in the Thing #1 category and 
the Thing #2 category… 
 
Make sense? 
 
If you create the habit of doing this, over time your "sexual swipe file" will grow into a 
"super sexual cheat sheet".  
 
Another thing you can do is create "secondary level" sexual swipe files. 
 
This is based on the simple concept of learning from other people's successes. 
 
Examples: 
 
#1. A conversation where a female friend told you that a 
guy made her cum hard by doing XYZ. 
 
#2. A friend/brother telling you about something he did 
that drove a woman wild by doing blah blah blah blah. 
 
#3. A story online where a woman said sex is always amazing 
when the guy does A + B + C.  
 
With secondary swipe files, the rules are the same.  
 
Pay attention to a Thing #1 experience,  a Thing #2 experience, or a combination. 
 
Here are two websites to check out if you're looking for ideas.  
 



Website #1:  
 
http://badgirlsbible.com/sex-bucket-list 
 
The good thing about the site, is: 
 

 After you read a few you'll start getting ideas. 
 You can use it as a way of asking your lady what she likes 
 You can use it as part of your "what to do next during sex" list 

 
Website #2:  
 
http://www.sexinfo101.com/sexpositionsguide.shtml 
 
The good thing about this site is: 
 

 You can see over 100 sex positions (animated) 
 You can read comments from women talking about how much they liked the 

position. 
 
As far as comments, with the image below… 
 

 
 
…there are comments such as: 

 
my fwb and I did this the other day. he got really into n 
started pounding me so hard that i almost lost my 
balance. fun though cuz i was cumming like mad. 

 
This site is a great "cheat sheet". 
 
As a matter of fact, what I did (and you should do the same) was I went through all of the 
positions that had great comments about women talking about how the position made 
them "orgams like crazy" or "cum quicker than normal" or something like that… 
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And then as Step 2, I pasted them (the image + comments) into a Word file. 
 
That way if you're "brainstorming" one day about something new/different/fun to do the 
next time you have sex (as a way of mixing things up), all you have to do is quickly open 
up your Word file and everything is on one page. 
 
You could access it on your phone. 
 
So let's say you know that you and your lady will meet up in the bedroom in about 10 
minutes  take out your phone  look at your swipe file sheet  get a few ideas about 
what you're going to do  (You're ready to roll.) 
 
As a matter of fact, if you own a copy of "Super Eye Opener: Real Stories of Great Sex" 
(http://superpowermedia.com/eye-opener10.html)… I'll email you my copy. It's a 38 page 
Word document. I pasted the image + all of the key comments.   
 
And since it's a Word document, you can add to it.  
 
[To get it, just send an email to crjames100@gmail.com with the subject line: "38 page 
bonus". The email body could be blank. I'll know if you're a customer if you're using the 
same email that you ordered Super Eye Opener.] 
 
On top of that, inside of this "bonus document", I'll talk about a device you can buy that 
you will fall in love with. (I'm not compensated in any way if you decide to buy it.)  
 
You might already own it. 
 
So far, I personally do not know anyone else who owns one. And I'll explain something I 
accidentally did with it that made it more exciting. 
 
At any rate, you can create your own file from that site or you can have mine for free (if 
you're a customer of Super Eye Opener).  
 
Keep in mind, if you build your own it may take several hours, but it's worth the time.  
 
There are 100 sex positions and many of the positions have comment threads of over 150 
comments. So when I say that it will take several hours, it's mainly because you may end 
up reading over 1000 comments which isn't actually a 30 minute project. 
 
But again, it's worth every minute if you're doing it right. Once you're done, you'll never 
have to do it again and it's a tool that you'll use for the rest of your life. 
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You should be able to see how both reports will help you with having great sex…that's if 
you subscribe to the philosophy that the best way to improve is to make smart 
adjustments with:  
 
Thing #1: Physical Pleasure 
Thing #2: Emotion/Psychological Impact 
 
If you have any questions, let me know. 
 
Best Regards & Much Success! 
 
CR James 
crjames100@gmail.com 
 
 
 

Latest report: 
 
 

Super Eye Opener: Real Stories of Great Sex 
http://superpowermedia.com/eye-opener10.html 

 

 
Click here for more details 
 
 

 In one of the stories a woman talks about meeting a guy and from her 
story you would think he was the "Greatest Sex God That Ever Existed". 

 
 BAD SEX ALERT: A woman tells a story about how she orgasmed with 

her ex-boyfriend a lot -- but NEVER with her husband. You'll want to read 
the 4 things the husband does wrong (It's obvious that he's clueless.) 
Page 17 
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 Story #160 is a great story because the guy is a combination of "extremely 
bold" + "highly creative". The woman said it was the BEST SEX she ever 
experienced! It's very possible he's the only guy in the history of the world 
to do these things to a woman he just met hours ago. Page 130 
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